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The challenge to build
an electric vehicle and
compete against other
teams...

WELCOME TO
ISSUE four

The year has flown by, and we can
hardly believe that National Finals
have been and gone! An incredible
effort all-round - a massive thank
you to every single person who
participated, raced, helped out and
supported EVolocity.
So, without further ado, get ready
to plunge into epic photos from the
big day, and feel the energy and
excitement!

Click here for all the photos
from nationals!

(And

a

massive

thank

you

to

Mark Robotham for his amazing
photography of the National Finals!)
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INTRODUCTION

from the
ceo
CEO Debbie Baker
introduces you to this
edition of the EVolocity
e-zine

As the year draws to a close it’s a

whānau,

polytech

big thank you from all the Evolocity

tutors who did such amazing work

team across the country to all the

in 2019 – we hope you’re proud of the

teams who were involved this year.

results your teams achieved at the

It’s never too early to start thinking

regionals and nationals. There’s been

about what you could create, so start

some great videos created, and if you

dreaming and let’s have an amazing

are looking for more information on

year of innovation, creativity and

Evolocity then please visit our new

invention in 2020.

look website at www.evolocity.co.nz

I’d like to thank all of the regional

We hope you’ll enjoy this edition filled

co-ordinators who do such good

with results, photos and information

work throughout the country. If you

about EVolocity. Have a wonderful

weren’t involved in EVolocity this

holiday season and we look forward

year, but are thinking about it for

to seeing you all for launch days in

next year then please get in touch

2020 – dates will be up at the end of

and we’ll make sure you’re talking to

January.

the right people.
Ngā mihi nui
To all the sponsors and funders – we
couldn’t do this without your support.
And

finally

to

all

the

Debbie

teachers,
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and

university

A massive thank you to our fantastic
sponsors - we couldn’t do it without you!

SCHOOLS

NATIONAL
SCHOOLS
MANAGER
Les Black gives us an
update on all things
EVolocity.

Pictured: Steve Andrew, the Chris Swallow Trophy recipient

a step change in aspirations and

experiencing a year of it. Debbie was

creative designs that are fit for our

quick to get across the programme

competitions.

and its needs and has been proactive
in

advancing

new

ideas.

Thank

This year Scots College built a bike that

you Debbie. We look forward to

clocked over 56kph along the Drag

benefitting from your vigour and

strip from a flying start. The Police

vision in 2020.

officer on the radar encouraged this
test and gave “The Flying Scotsmen”

It is also timely to thank all Regional

a run to check the max speeds that

Coordinators for their organisation

could be achieved. Serious speeds

and support work in the regions.

are being attained from seriously

Never

good entries. As expected the quest

enthusiasm they all work with teams

for speed is huge with our young

to get entries across the line, run

people and scrutineering standards

Launches, Build Days and Race Days,

will be adjusted to ensure safety.

and ensure sponsor and mentor

short

of

energy

and

involvements are coordinated. We
With Nationals in the recent past

As

it is timely to reflect on a busy year

acknowledge the sterling work of our

that has seen around 140 teams

CEO Debbie Baker. She took the over

start out the EVolocity journey from

the reins of EVolocity this time last

It is sad to have Kim Tabrum step

100 schools. Close to 700 students

year and has made an impressive job

down as Wellington Coordinator at

dreamed big, schemed and started

of management, pursuing funding

the end of this year. The reshaping

beavering away on their project

and sponsorship with Jo Morgan

of Kim’s (real) job has meant that

vehicle.

While

some

didn’t

get

the

year

closes

we

should

are all hugely grateful for their
organisation and hard work.

and coordinating the efforts of the

she has had to resign from our role.

completed, the 60 entries received

EVolocity

have

She has been a passionate advocate

for Nationals were an impressive

been made that the programme

of Evolocity and teams will miss her

array. Year on year there has been

can

expertise and enthusiastic support.

only

team.
be

Comments
understood
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after

We thank Kim for starting EVolocity

quality shots. Judges Mike Duke

It was a very satisfying culmination

in Wellington and will miss her skills

(Reports), Hilary Robotham and

of a year of building and innovating.

and cheery personality.

Bryce Hughes (Show) and Kevin

Such

sights

as

Sowerby, Duleepa Thrimawithana,

bamboo

have

Krishnan Jayaraman (Innovation)

composites,

experimented with many types of

were busy meeting teams inquiring

carts with no steering wheel (just an

race day venues. Kartsport tracks

and admiring adventurous work.

X-Box) and beautifully built vehicles

are proving ideal in size and they do

It was fantastic to see the sunny

prevailed, with smart body panels

generate the buzz associated with

weather matched by the glowing

appearing more often as teams

race tracks. In general Kartsport
clubs

Over

recent

have

years

been

accommodating.

we

carts,

monowheels,
carbon

aluminium

fibre
frames,

faces of the students (and parents)

strived for better air resistance and

helpful

and

from the 60 teams all anxious to get

aesthetics.

hope

the

under way.

We

Prizegiving in the Conference Room

synergy of our electric vehicles with
their programmes is beneficial to

Great teamwork prevailed amongst

at Jet Park Hotel was an upmarket

club membership and an insight

the

flag

touch. It is always a rush to get

into

volunteers

with

the

quieter

dropping on time for the Drag

certificates finalised, framed and

carts may not appeal to some, the

Race and yielding some impressive

ready, and Debbie Baker and Lesley

performance

performances. Events were then

Black deserve a medal for their

run in parallel with Aaron Hills

work under pressure. The Chris

their

future.
of

While

electrified

carts

should compensate!

running half the field through the

Swallow

Hamilton

Street Circuit and Gymkhana events

for the first time. Steve Andrews

began early on 24 November with

while Les Black and Levi Farnum

(St Johns C) was the first recipient

vehicles queued for scrutineering

ran and recorded the Economy

for his “Outstanding Contribution

under the watchful eyes of Stew

Run. The fields then switched over

to Evolocity”. This couldn’t have

Lister, Barry Dawe, Bryce Hughes,

after lunch. Animated conversations

been more fitting. Steve has been

Paul Ewart and Joe Gentilcore. They

were in abundance with vehicles

involved since its inception in the

hustled their inspections to allow us

being fixed, plans being schemed

Waikato. He was instrumental in

to start on schedule. Mark Robotham

for next year and parents drawn into

getting the programme started in

was ever ready with his professional

repairs.

the region , has hosted events each

Nationals

at

Kartsport

Trophy

was

presented

year, always offers sound advice and

eye and camera snapping high
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support to Levinia and has shared his
expertise with other schools. Chris
Swallow, an inspirational teacher at
Tawa College, died this year pursuing
his dream of an Isle of Man TT race
win.
Our National Race Day was run
from a distance by Kate Blundell of
Collective Concepts in Christchurch
in conjunction with Levinia Paku, our
Coordinator in Hamilton. EVolocity
is most grateful for the planning,
attention to detail, organisational
skills and hard work put in by these
two people. Special thanks to Levinia
for assuming this extra workload on
a voluntary basis. EVolocity is also
indebted to our family of sponsors
for their support throughout 2019. It
was a great pity that the sponsor Kart
race couldnt occur as planned as it
would have provided some fun at the
end of this event.
As the year closes we are reviewing
comments and ideas for new events.
The best ideas will be critiqued and
developed for regional launches in
February 2019. In the meantime,
sincere thanks to everyone involved
in EVolocity 2019.
Very best wishes for a happy and safe
Christmas followed by some quality
R&R.
Take care,
Les Black.
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WITH 5 LEVELS OF PEDAL
ASSIST AND A THUMB THROTTLE
THAT DELIVERS FULL POWER
IN EVERY ASSIST LEVEL,

YOU’LL BE THE LEADER
OF THE PACK.

$2295

r power,
The MeloYelo Bootee delivers superio
erior
sup
superior gears, superior brakes and
20” bikes.
comfort compared to other folding

$2395

e, low step
The MeloYelo Townee features a wid
the front
into
through and battery integrated
frame for even weight distribution.

Sales & service agents nationwide.
14

MY0061

BE IN TO WIN $500 OFF YOUR
EBIKE. VISIT WWW.MELOYELO.NZ
AND TAKE OUR BRIEF SURVEY.

considering an ebike?
Take our brief survey and be in to win a $500 voucher towards your purchase!
What style of ebike are you looking for? What features are important? How much do you expect to pay?
Answer these and a few other brief questions and you could win a $500 voucher towards your purchase of
a MeloYelo ebike.

Click here to take the survey.
MeloYelo is 100% kiwi owned, and is entirely different

(LG, Samsung and Panasonic are the top names in

from any other ebike company:

batteries)

MeloYelo was founded by Rob McEwen, the founder

- Battery assist levels and power can be programmed

of EVolocity. A portion of MeloYelo’s proceeds

to meet individual needs

benefit EVolocity. Our sales & service agents, located
throughout NZ, are mostly retired engineers and

- Unlike others, our thumb throttle delivers full power

bike mechanics working from their garages at home,

whenever it is needed

who deliver outstanding personal care and service.
(Interested in joining our team? Click here). Our team

- Superior quality control, at every step

of engineers and bike mechanics work together
to specify every aspect of our bikes – frame, motor,

- Warranty claims processed quickly

battery pack, gears, brakes, lights, saddles – with
reliability, performance and comfort in mind.

– No need to wait for spare parts to come from overseas

The MeloYelo promise?
- Comfortable gel saddle, standard on every bike
You won’t find a more reliable, more comfortable
ebike for a lower price. Here are the benefits of a

Take a free, no obligation test ride! Get in touch with

MeloYelo ebike:

the MeloYelo representative nearest you and arrange a
time to take one of our bikes for a spin.

- An integrated electric system from Bafang, Asia’s
most reputable supplier and battery cells from LG

Or, call us toll free: 0800 MELO YELO.
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2019 national finals
Overcast skies and not an ounce

of what you have achieved. Listed in the

- we were blown away by the

of wind - the 24th of November

next few pages are our top competitors

quality and creativity of the vehicles

saw

from the 2019 EVolocity National Finals.

zooming by. A massive round of

perfect

racing

conditions

applause to every single person

over the Kartsport Hamilton track.
Planes
seemed
and

from

the

nearby

to

join

in

cheers

echoed

Here’s to 2020 - to another year

who participated in the programme

of

vehicles,working

- and we hope you’ve taken away

race,

with new people, and honing your

some new skills and inspiration.

the

skills. See you next year on the

airport

the
from

supporters lined up along the track.

building

track!Overcast

epic

skies

and

not

an

As for our winners - outstanding

ounce of wind - the 24th of November

effort!

After a massive year of learning

saw

conditions

doubt be proud of what you have

engineering and mechanical skills,

over the Kartsport Hamilton track.

achieved. Listed in the next few

perfect

racing

You

should

without

a

pages are our top competitors from

as well as how to work as a team, the
from

the

nearby

Planes

vehicles to the ultimate test. Honestly -

seemed

we were blown away by the quality and

and

to

join

in

the

Here’s to 2020 - to another year of

creativity of the vehicles zooming by.

supporters lined up along the track.

building epic vehicles,working with

cheers

echoed

airport

the 2019 EVolocity National Finals.

National Finals participants put their

the
from

race,

new people, and honing your skills.

A massive round of applause to every
single person who participated in the

After a massive year of learning

programme - and we hope you’ve taken

engineering and mechanical skills,

away some new skills and inspiration.

as well as how to work as a team, the

As for our winners - outstanding effort!

National Finals participants put their

You should without a doubt be proud

vehicles to the ultimate test. Honestly
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See you next year on the track!

category: drag race

Fastest speed at end of 50m dash

Standard Bikes

Fraser EV 1

Fraser High School

Standard Carts

HHS1

Hillcrest High School

Open Bikes

OC Electro Rat

Ōtaki College

Open Carts

Gotta Go Fast

Burnside High School

category: Street circuit

Fastest time around the tight circuit

Standard Bikes

Fletcher

Ōtaki College

Standard Carts

The Trike

St John’s College

Open Bikes

OC Electro Rat

Ōtaki College

Open Carts

Scent of Musk

Mahurangi College
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category: economy run

Greatest distance travelled on 500W of energy and within 1
hour

Standard Bikes

Roughly EEEC

Waikato Diocesan

Standard Carts

The Trike

St John’s College

Open Bikes

Thors Hammer

Mahurangi College

Open Carts

The Wolseley

BBBS

category: GYMKHANA

Shortest time to deliver parcels around a set of ‘businesses’

Standard Bikes

Spark Racing

Motueka High School

Standard Carts

The Trike

St John’s College

Open Bikes

Ziptie Gang

Waimea College

Open Carts

Mario Cart

Rangiora New Life School
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category: controller

Best results over the Drag Race, Street Circuit and Economy Run by team using own controller

1st Place

Roughly EEEC

Waikato Diocesan

1st Place

Spark Racing

Motueka High School

category: INNOVATION (A)

Measurement and display of performance metrics and
transmission

First Place

Fantail Go

Waimea College

Runner Up

Home School Hoons

Waikato Home Schoolers

category: INNOVATION (B)

Engineering excellence

First Place

Quantum Kiwis

Rutherford College

Runner Up

Gotta Go Fast

Burnside High School
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CATEGORY: show

Emphasising: body design and appeal, f inish quality, amount of
recycled materials and most creatively outf itted team

Gigantor

Mount Maunganui College

The Trike

St John’s College

CATEGORY: REPORT

Emphasising: completeness, development of ideas, design challenges, solutions, clarity of presentation, and sustainability

Home School Hoons

Waikato Home Schoolers
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category: EVY AWARD

Best results over the Drag Race, Street Circuit and Economy Run by team using own controller

The Pitch Award

Bumblebee

Rangiora New Life School

(f irst equal)

Manurewa High
School

Manurewa High School

EVangelist Award

Gotta Go Fast

Burnside High School

Best Record of Build

Tū Toa

Tai Wānanga Tū Toa

category: TOP TEAM 2019

Measurement and display of performance metrics and
transmission

The Trike

St John’s College

category: OUTSTANDING
CONTRIBUTION
Steve Andrew

St John’s College
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article

from Ōtaki
college

On Saturday the 23rd of November
4 students, two parents and the
students mentor from Ōtaki College
departed for Hamilton to compete
in the EVolocity Electric Vehicle
National

Words
by Chris Georgetti
Ōtaki College

Competition.

Over

the

year the students had designed,
built, trialled and modified, then
spent many hours training in and
on their vehicles. In September they
did extremely well in the Lower
North Island Regional Competition,
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winning 11 out of the 12 races they

carts - Street Circuit.

entered in, easily qualifying all three
vehicles for the National Finals.

The students, Manawatoa Nakhla,
Sam Georgetti, William Fogden and

Sunday, race day, saw an early start

Harrison Gould, had a great time, were

with scrutineering of the vehicles and

supportive of each other, and other

driver safety gear starting at 7:30am,

teams, and learnt a lot of Science,

then a full day of racing with over 60

Technology and Engineering skills

vehicles entered, the best in their

over the year.

regions from throughout NZ. Ōtaki
College did very well, once again,

Thanks

to

Fletcher

taking out three national titles; 1st in

Ōtaki

Open class bikes for the drag race,

Board and Evolocity for their financial

1st in Open class bikes for the Street

assistance in building the vehicles

Circuit and 1st in 350W bikes for the

and getting the Ōtaki College team to

Street Circuit. They were also in the

Hamilton.

Rotary,

Ōtaki

top 5 for; Open class bikes - Economy
run, 350W carts - Gymkhana, Open
class bikes - Gymkhana and 350W
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Construction,
Community

Young people
intuitively believe
that electric vehicles
are the future. So it is
hugely rewarding to
see how readily they
embrace the EVolocity
programme.”
- Rob McEwen, Director

“

“

ARTICLE

what is evolocity?

Thinking about participating next year? We’re breaking
down everything you need to know about our EVolocity
programme.
EVolocity is a project-based learning programme run
in secondary schools. It’s a practical way for students
to engage with engineering, sustainability and the
inevitable onset of electric transport into our lives.
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is

Each year, students go head to head at regional finals held

kit and

around the country, supported by our wonderful sponsors,

batteries, and is mentored through the design and

and they put their team’s vehicles to the ultimate tests.

Assisted

by

experienced

tutors,

each

team

supplied with a 350-watt electric motor

build process to create their own electric vehicle.
Qualifying
Entries

are

judged

performance,
and

video

in

categories

innovation,

based

Finals

on

show,

reporting

production/community

awareness.

and
and

Participants

gain

valuable

knowledge,

skills

-

Cheers

vehicles
and
from

scooters
a

real

it’s

can

then

truly
the

a

of

to

spectacle

sidelines,

zooming
sense

head

to

behold!

carts,

bikes

the

track,

around
spirit

National

and

teamwork.

and

passion in the areas of design, engineering and

If you’re keen to get involved - whether as a student,

electronics, preparing them for 21st century careers.

a sponsor or a school - we’d love to have you onboard!

In a survey of 2018 students, a whopping 90%
learnt

new

learnt

new

engineering
electronic

skills,

and

and

programming

plenty
skills

- and came away with a new understanding of
teamwork, and the benefits of electric vehicles.
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“
It’s future focused not my father’s car...

“
27

28

29

30
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Interested in taking part in EVolocity, or coming onboard as a sponsor? Get in touch.

www.evolocity.co.nz

marketing@evolocity.co.nz
32

